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1. Introduction and preliminaries
Let (Q, E, fl) be a measure space and let 1<pi, P2 <. 00, and form the
Lebesgue spaces LPi(Q, E, fl) = Lt«, i ~ 1, 2 as usual. A bounded linear
operator t: L», --i>- L p 2 is said to be an integral operator if there exists a
(fl x fl)-measurable function k(·,·) on Q x Q such that for f E: LPI and
almost all W2 E: Q, we have
tf(0)2) = f f(wI) k(wi, (2) #(dwl ).
a
In a sense, the equality above is established by the (a.e.) agreement of
two "evaluation" maps. This paper is concerned with bounded linear
operators from Banach function spaces Le to arbitrary Banach spaces ,!f[
which have a certain similarity to integral operators.
If t is a bounded linear operator from L e to ,!f[, it will be agreed that t
is a vector integral operator if there exists a strongly measurable function
g: Q --i>- :r such that for each continuous linear functional x* on :r, the
equality
x*t(f) = f fx*gdfl
fJ
obtains for all f E: Le. These operators are certainly analogous to the
usual integral operators above. Indeed, if one imagines, albeit falsely in
general, that k(wi, .) E: Lpz for almost all WI E Q and that evaluation at
a member W2 of Q is a bounded linear functional on Lv«, one can im-
mediately see the analogy between these two definitions.
But it is not just the analogy above which makes vector integral oper-
ators worthy of attention. DUNFOIW and PETTIS in their now classical
paper [7] note that under fairly general assumptions the usual integral
operator can be represented in a form which shows that, under those
assumptions, the usual integral operators are in fact vector integral oper-
ators. Also, as will be seen later in this paper, examples of vector integral
operators are plentiful and they arc endowed with enough structure to
give them their own character.
The first section of the paper deals with preliminary definitions and
collects theorems to establish the setting for the work which follows.
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The second section deals with kernels of vector integral operators and
characterizes ,q["-valued functions which qualify as kernels of vector
integral operators. The third section continues with a characterization
of vector integral operators on the basis of compactness properties.
Compact vector integral operators are treated in the fourth section and
it is shown that vector integral operators obey roughly the same com-
pactness theorems as usual integral operators. Finally, in section 5 the
relationship between vector integral operators and Gretsky's representation
of bounded linear operators is examined. The next few paragraphs collect
Borne of the properties of Banach functions spaces relevant to the con-
siderations of this paper.
Throughout this paper and without further mention (Q, E, It) is a fixed
(totally) a-finite measure space. Let M+ be the collection of all non
negative real valued measurable functions on Q identified under the usual
agreement that ! = g if !((I)) = g(OJ) for almost all w. A mapping Q on M+
to the extended real line is called a function norm if for all I, g E M+,
(i) e(f»O and e O if and only if 1=0,
(ii) e(lXf} =lXe(f) for IX;> 0,
(iii) e(f +g) <.e(f) +e(g),
(iv) 1<g a.e. implies Q(f) < e(g).
e is said to have the weak Fatou property if In t I; In, IE M+ and
supn e(fn) < oc imply e(f) < oo, In this case there exists a constant
1'(0<1'< 1) such that ye(f)<. limne(fn). A Banach space is called a Banach
function space if its members are measurable functions defined on Q and
its norm is a function norm e with the weak Fatou property composed
with the absolute value function. The space is denoted by Le(Q, E, fl) = L e.
All L» (1 <.p<.=) spaces and Orlicz spaces L~ arc Banach function spaces.
A set E C Q is called unfriendly relative to (J if for every measurable
BeE of positive fl-measure, e(XB)= oo. There is a set Eo E E which is
maximal with respect to the property of being unfriendly. If this set is
removed from Q, nothing is changed in L e, since I E L Q implies IXEo= 0 a.e.
Therefore it will be assumed that E contains no unfriendly sets.
DEFINITION 1.1. A sequence 01 sets {En} C E is called admissible (with
respect to e) il Ent Q , fl(En) < = , and e(XEn)<=.
The absence of unfriendly sets guarantees the existence of admissible
sequences.
The dual norm (!' of a function norm (! is defined by
e'(f) = sup { .f I!gldfl: e(g)<.I}.
D
The associate space L Q, is defined by L Q• = {f is measurable and e'(f) < oo].
L Q , is a Banach function space and there are no unfriendly sets with
respect to (J'. The usual Holder inequality holds for L Q, L Q" i.e., IE L
and g E L Q, implies SfJ IMdfl <.g(f)e'(g).
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DEFINITION 1.2. L~ is the subset 01 L; consisting 01 all I E L e such that
e(fn) -} 0 lor every sequence {In} in L e such that 1/1>h>/2> ... -} 0 holds
pointwise a.e. on Q.
L~ is a closed subspace of L e, but some caution is necessary since if
Le=Loo and (Q, .E, p) is non-atomic, then L~= {O}.
In addition to these facts, the following assumptions will be in force
without further mention throughout this paper.
(A) I-, C L~c; i.e., E E.E, p(E) < 00, implies IXE E L1 lor all IE i;
(B) (L~)* = L e,.
(C) Le has the weak Fatou property with constant y.
These assumptions are not severe. All Lp spaces (l <p < (0) and most
well behaved Orlicz spaces satisfy these properties. For a discussion of
these properties, see [18, Chap. 15].
Throughout this paper :Y£ is a Banach space with dual space :Y£*. A
function I: Q -+:Y£ is strongly measurable if it is the limit in p-measure
n
of a sequence of functions of the form L XiXEi E i E .E, Xi E:Y£. By the
i~l
Bochner integral of a strongly measurable function is meant the integral
of [6, Chapter III]. A strongly measurable function I: Q -+:Y£ is Pettis
integrable if for each x* E:Y£* we have x*· I E Ll, and for each E E .E
there exists XE E Pi' such that
X*(XE)= S x* Idp.
E
In this case, one says that XE is the Pettis integral of lover E and writes
In order not to confuse the Bochner integral with the Pettis integral,
the Pettis integral will always be written with the P-prefix as above
while the unadorned integral symbol will stand for Bochner integration.
If B(:Y£, '2?1) is the space of all bounded linear operators from :Y£ to '2?1,
the definition of a vector integral operator in B(:Y£, '2?1) can be written
as follows.
DEFINITION 1.3. Let:?l' be a subspace 01 L e. Then t E B(:?l',:Y£) is a
vector integral operator il and only il there exists a strongly measurable
g: Q -+ :Y£ such that Ig is Pettis integrable lor all I E :?l' and
t(f) = P - S Igdp.
u
2. Kernels 01 vector integral operators.
This section is devoted to the study of strongly measurable :Y£-valued
functions g on Q which qualify to be the kernels of vector integral operators.
A complete characterization of such functions will be obtained. This
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characterization will then be applied to a short investigation of special
properties of vector integral operators on L», The first theorem deals
directly with kernels of vector integral operators.
THEOR~JM 2.1. Let g: Q --+!!l" be strongly measurable. Then g is the
kernel 01 a vector integral operator tEO B(L;, .'?t) il and only il x*g EO L q ,
lor all x* EO .'?t*. In this case we have
litII= sup e'(x*g).
Ilx'll";l
Proof. The necessity is immediate; for if tEO B(Le" .'?t) IS a vector
integral operator with kernel g, then
x*t(f) = f x*lgdp,= f Ix*gdp,
Q a
for all 1E L~ and x* E .'?t*. Since L~ is a normcd determining subspace
of L q , and [x" g EO L1 for I EO L;, GRETSKY'S version of the inverse Holder
inequality [8, p. 5] guarantees that x* g EO Le, for x* EO :![*.
To prove I:tll = sup Q'(x*g), note that
Ilx'lI";l
= sup sup
Ilx'lI";l q(!Kl
= sup Q'(x* g),
!lx'II<:1
{ J x* Igdp,: I EO I.-;}
!J
smce (L;)* o--Lu" This completes the proof of the necessity.
The sufficiency will now be established. Define a mapping .P: .'l£* --+ La'
by F(:r*) - x*g. Then F is evidently linear and defined on all of .0£*. Also
X n * --+ x* EO:![* strongly implies Xli *g --+ x*g almost everywhere, so it
follows that F is a closed mapping. An application of Banach's closed
graph theorem shows that P is bounded. Thus if for I EO L;, G(f) is defined
on :![* by
G(f)[x*J= J [x" gdj1, x* EO :![* ,
!J
then G(f) is linear in x*, G is linear in I and
IG(f)[x*Ji <, e(f)(}'(x*g) <e(f)IIFII·llx* II·
Hence G(f) EO :l'** and G(f) is the "Gelfand integral" of t- g. Now if it
can be shown that G actually has its values in the closed subspace :![
of .'?t* *, the theorem will be complete, since then the Pettis integral of
I· g will exist and
G(f) = P - f Igdp,.
!J
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Let 8 n-={w: l!g(w)[I<:n} and {Tn} be any admissible sequence. Then if
En=Sn n 11n, {En} is an admissible sequence with lig(w)11 <:n for OJ E En.
Now for f EO L; with support in one of the En's, say Eno' consider
U(f)[x*] ~ J fx* gdft·
f}
Since g IS bounded on E no' fa is Bochner integmble. Hence
U(f)lx*]o-x*( Sfgdft); i.e., G(f)c~ Sfgdfl,
[J u
where Sf} fgdfl EO f![ is the Bochner integral. But functions in L; with
support in some En are dense in L;. Hence G maps a dense subset of
L; into the dosed subspace .0£ of .0£**. Since G: L; --'>- .,!(** is bounded,
the range of G is contained in .':£. This completes the proof.
In the statement of theorem 2.1, L Q' cannot be replaced by L e. To
see this, let .Q-~(O, 1) with Lebesgue measure /1, Le~Loo, Le=Li, and
f![ = Co, the space of all sequences convergent to zero. Pet g: Q --'>- .0£ be
defined by g(·)n=nX(O.l/ll)(·)' Next note that for each x* e."l·*~ll, we
have x*g EO 1..,1. But g is not the kernel of a vector integral operator in
B(Loo,.ot) because if t Xeo.I), the Pettis integral L fgdfl does not exist
as a member of .or, since a brief computation shows that the operator
x* --'>- In x*fgdfl is the linear functional on ,J['* li arising from the sequence
(1, 1, 1, ... ) E I" T Co. However, strengthing the hypothesis on .J[' in the
statement of Theorem 2.1 yields the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2.2, If .:'1' i-s reflexive, then in the statement of the above
theorem, L; can be replaced by LQ•
Proof. Consulting the proof of theorem 2.1, one finds that the only
utilization of the L; hypothesis in showing that the values of G arc
actually in the closed subspace .or of :!f* *. With the current hypothesis,
this is no longer necessary.
Another consequence of theorem 2.1 is
COROLLARY 2.3. The kernel of a vector integral operator tEO B(L;, 2l')
is a.e. unique.
Proof. If g and h arc kernels of the same vector integral operator
t EO B(L(~, .:¥'), then according to theorem 2.1(a), 0= sup q'(x*(g-h)).
- 11",°11';;;1
Hence x* (g - h) -= 0 a.e. for each x* E .0£*. Since g - h is strongly measurable,
this implies g - h ~ 0 a .e.
The last corollary of theorem 2.1 shows vector integral operators have
a particularly simple form on L', This corollary will be used crucially
later in the theorems dealing with the structure and compactness properties
of vector integral operators.
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COROLLARY 2.4. A member t 01 B{Ll, 3l") is a vector integral opera-tor
il and only il there exists a strongly measurable 3l" valued [unction. g defined
on Q such that ligll E L" and
t(f) = I Igd{l
!J
lor all I E Lt. In this case
(Bochner integral)
Wil = ess sup Jlgll·
Proof. The sufficiency is clear since the condition demands that the
integral he a Bochner integral rather than the weaker Pettis integral.
To prove the necessity, let t he a vector integral operator with kernel g.
According to theorem 2.1, x*g E L 00 for all x* E .0£* and lItil = sup Ilx* g:loo.
11",'11';;;;1
But sup Ilx*glloo = ess sup Ilgll. Hence Ilgll E L", Now since Ilgll is essen-
11",'11';;;;1
tially bounded, the Bochner integral In Igd{l exists for all I E Lt. Since
the Bochner integral is a special case of the Pettis integral, we have
t(f) "-' P - I Igd{l = I Igd{l
n n
for all I E Lt.
This section will be terminated with a short discussion of vector integral
operators on £1. Phillips [14] has shown that every weakly compact
member of B{Lt, 3l") is of the form specified in Corollary 2.4. Hence every
weakly compact member of B{Ll, ,:r) is a vector integral operator.
Adopting a slightly different point of view from PHILLIPS, DI~CULEANU
[4], BOGDANOWlCZ [2], GRETSKY [8], and the author [16J have shown
that the general member t of B{Lt, 3l") has the form
t{f) = I Ida, IE t»,
a
where a is a countably additive .?l"-valued set function defined on E,
the ring of measurable sets of finite measure and satisfying
Iltll = sup :lO{E)II/{l{E) (O/O = 0),
EEl:
and the integral IS the general bilinear integral of BARTLE [1]. Now if
.?l" has the Radon-Nikodym property with respect to {l {i.e., all {l-eontinuous
eountably additive F: E -? 3l" of bounded variation admit the repre-
sentation
F{E) = I rpd{l (E E E)
E
for some Bochner integrable rp), then from the properties of a above,
one sees immediately that
t(f) = I Igd{l, I ELI,
!J
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where g is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of G. Hence in the case that
!!l' has the Radon-Nikodym property, every t E B(£I, ,"l') is a vector
integral operator. This is no special case, for as CHATn:awI details in
[3, p. 38], if !!l' is reflexive, or if !!l' is a separable dual space, then /£ has
the Radon-Nikodym property with respect to any finite measure fl (and
therefore for any a-finite measure fl). The following theorem recapitulates
this short discussion.
THEOREM 2.5. Every weakly compact member 01 Bil.», ,q') is a vector
integral operator.
11!!l' has the Radon-Nikodym property with respect to u, then every member
01 B(Ll,!!l') is a vector integral operator.
The preeeeding discussion indicates that there may be some relationship
between Radon-Nikodym derivatives of vector measures and vector
integral operators. This relationship is pursued in the following section.
3. A characterization 01 vector integral operators.
This section reverses the point of view of section 2 in that it characterizes
vector integral operators on the basis of their action on certain subspaccs
of the linear space Ll n L Q• Crucial usc of the Radon-Nikodym theorems
for vector measures of RIEFFEL [15], and PHILLIPS [14], will be made.
THEOREM 3.1. Let t E B(L;, .q'). Then t is a vector integral operator
il and only il there exists an admissible sequence {En} such that each 01 the
operators t 0 En defined lor I E L: by t 0 En(f) = t(fx E,J has an extension
to £1 which is a weakly compact member 01 B(£I, .q').
Proof. To prove the sufficiency, let {En} be an admissible sequence
such that to En has an extension to a weakly compact member of
B(Ll, !!l'). According to Corollary 2.4 and theorem 2.5, for each n, there
exists a strongly measurable essentially bounded function gn: Q -?- /1'
with support in En such that
t 0 En(f) = S Igndfl, IE£I.
fJ
Now, evidently, gnXEm=gm a.e, [fl] for m<;n. Therefore limn gn(W) exists
for almost all W E Q; so that if g is defined as the almost everywhere
limit of {gn}, g is strongly measurable and essentially bounded on each Ell'
Therefore SD IXEn gdfl exists for all IEL: C L~oc' Moreover, since the
linear set {IXE,,: I E L;, n= 1,2, ... } is dense in L; and t is bounded, it
follows that
lim S IXEn gdfl = t(f)
" D
strongly in !!l'. In addition if x* E !!l'*, then
lim S x*IXE"gdfl=x*(lim S IXE"gdfl)=X*t(f).
" D n !J
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Now replacing I by J= Isgn(x*lg) , one finds by the above computation
and the monotone convergence theorem that IQ Ix*lgldfl= In x*Jgdfl=
= x*t(/) exists. Hence by the dominated convergence theorem
I x* Igdfl = lim I x* IXEngdfl = x* t(f)Q n Q
for all x* E !!l'*. Hence t is a vector integral operator by Theorem 2.1.
This completes the proof of the sufficiency.
To prove the necessity, let t be a vector integral operator in B(L:, !!l')
with kernel g. The strong measurability of g ensures the existence of an
admissible sequence {En} such that IlgXEn11 is essentially bounded. Ac-
cording to corollary 2.4, gXEn is the kernel of a vector integral operator
tn E B(Lt, !!l'), defined by
for I E Lt.
Now let n be fixed. Define Gn on I by
Gn(E)= I XEXEngdfl=t·En(XE)
n
for E to I. The fact that gXEn is essentially bounded and the additivity
of the integral ensure that Gn is a countably additive fl-continuous !!l'
valued set function of bounded variation with Radon Nikodym derivative
gXEn' Now, according to a theorem of RIEFFEL [15, Prop. 1.12, p. 472],
Gn can have a Radon-Nikodym derivative gn only if for each e > 0 there
exists En' C En, En' E I, fl(E n - En') < e such that
An = {Gn(E)/p,(E): E E I, E/En', fl(E) > O} U {O}
is contained in a norm compact set B n of !!l'. Now let e:»0 be given,
choose En' as above and let An and B n be as above. Also let a set of scalar
valued functions Un be defined by
m
Un= {f= I iXiXSi : s, E I, Si C En', Si n Sj=ep when
i-I
i =1= j, fl(Si) > 0, 11/111 < I}.
m
If I = I YiXSi E U; as above, then
i= I
where
From this it follows that
n
I /iXilfl(Si) = III/It < 1.
i= I
t( Un) C co (Bn) - co (Bn)
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where co (Bn ) is the closed convex hull of B n . Therefore Mazur's theorem
[16, V. 26J implies t maps, Un into the compact set co (B n) - co (B n).
Since Un is dense in the unit ball of the subspace of L1 of functions in L1
supported in R n' , it follows immediately that i- En' has an extension to a
compact member of Bil», .or).
Now, the above argument establishes for each n, a sequence {En •m } C En
with limn p,(En -- E nm)= 0 snch that t- E nm extended to £1 is a compact
member of nu», .~). Define S1=4>, Sn= U E t j U Sn1 for n> 1. It
i+i-n
follows from the facts established above that for each n, t· Sn has an
extension to a compact member of B(Ll, .~). Moreover by adjusting the
Enm's on perhaps a set of measure zero, if necessary, one has
00 00
U Sn= U
u-! n=l
00 00
U e.;» U En=Q.
m-1 n-l
Since Sn and S« C En, {Sn} is an admissible sequence satisfying the
properties advertised by the statement of the theorem.
A comment on the proof of theorem 3.1 is in order. In the proof of the
sufficiency it is shown that
lim f IXEn gdp, = t(f)
n {}
strongly in .or. One may wonder whether or not his implies the existence
of the Bochner integral f!] Igdp,. To see this is not the case, let Q = N
and fl be the counting measure. Let L e=.or =[2 and define for wEN,
g(w)=X{w}. Then if En={l, 2, ... ,n}, the Bochner integral f!] IXEngdp,
exists for all IE [2 and equals IlE
n
• (This shows that g is the kernel of
the identity operator on [2.) But for 1=(1,2, ... , lin, ...) we have
00
f II/glld!t = L
D n-l
1
n =CX>.
Hence Ig is not Bochner integrable.
The first corollary of theorem 3.1 and its proof reveals a fairly strong
compactness property of vector integral operators on £1. It is merely
a consequence of the proof of the necessity part of theorem 3.1.
COHOLLARY 3.2. Let E c, E have finite measure. II t is a vector integral
operator in Btl:», .or), then lor any e> 0 there exists a compact s E B(£l, .or)
and a set E1CE, E 1EE, p,(E-E1)<e such that
The next corollary of Theorem 3.1 could be of some use because of its
seemingly less restrictive hypothesis.
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COROLLARY 3.3. L et !!C have the Radon-N ikodsim p roperty with respect
to ft. Then t E B(L; , !!C) is a vector integral operator i f and only i f there
exists an admissible sequence {En} such that for each n, t ·En has an extension
to a member of B(LI , !!C).
Proof. To prove the sufficiency let {En} be an admissible sequence
as in the hypothesis. Sin ce !!C has t he Radon-Nikodym propert y , theorem
2.5 produces, for each n, an essent ially bounded !!C-valued function gn
with support in E n sat isfy ing
t- En(f) = f fgndft , f E LI,
[J
where the extension of t ·En to all of LI is still denoted by t·En. With
the establishment of the gn"s as above, the proof of theorem 3.1 applies
here. Proceeding as in the proof of theorem 3.1 , one finds that t is a vector
integral operator. This proves the sufficiency. Th e necessity of the stated
condit ion is true a fortiori by theorem 3.1.
Although vector inte gral operators are not necessarily compact (for
example, the identity operator on l2 is a vector integral operator whi ch
is certain ly not compact), theorem 3.1 shows t hey have more than a
passing relationship with compact operators. Th e next sect ion deals with
t his aspect of vector in tegral operators.
4. Comp actness of vector int egral operators.
This sect ion deals with compactness proper t ies of vecto r integral oper-
ators . The first resul t s deal with restricti ons of vec tor integral operators
and a new proof of Phillips' t heorem about t he product of two weakly
compact operators on Lt. The last resul ts deal with t he general problem
of charac ter izing compact vector integral operato rs and show that the
vector integral operat ors are st rikingly sim ilar in th is respect to the
classical integral operators treated by LUXEMBURG and ZAANEN in [12,
tho 7.1, 7.3].
Let L e be a Banach function space such that L; C Lt . (If ft is finite,
then every Orlicz space L<1> and in fact every L e under consideration in
this paper has this property.) If t E B(Lt, !!C) is a vec to r integral operator
with kernel g, corollary 2.4 sho ws that g is essent ially bounded. Since
L: C Lt, Ig is Bochner in t egrable for all I EL;. Thus the restriction of
t t o L; defines a vec tor integral operator in B (L; , !!C). Th e following
theorem shows a striking property of the resulting operator .
THEOREM 4.1. If L; is such that L: C LI and such that L" C L e"
then the restriction 01 a vector integral operator t E B(Ll , !!C) to L ; is a compact
vector integral operator in B(L; , !!C).
Proof. Let t be a ve ctor integral operator in B(LI, !!C) with kernel g.
Then by corollary 2.4 g is essent ially bounded . Now, according to [6,
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Chap. III], there exists a sequence {gn} of f!t valued ,u-!ntegrable simple
functions satisfying Ilgn(w)11 < 21Ig(w)11 and such that limn gn=g in ,u-measure.
Now consider the operators tn : L; --+ f!t defined by
The boundedness of the gn's ensures the Bochner integrability of fgn for
all f E L; c u. Evidently the t« are linear and since L"" C L e" f E L;
implies
Hence tnEB(L;, f!t) for all n Now, by the choice of {gn}, limn Ilgn--gll=O
in ,u-measure and Ilgn-gll <311gll E L~, since L~,:J L"". This combined
with monotoncity of e' implies that the ,u-continmty of e' (1lgn - gil) is
uniform in n. Therefore by [11, lemma 6a, p. 23], limn e'(llgn -gil) = O.
Thus if e(f) < 1, then
lim II(t - tn)(f)[1 < lim SIfI Ilg- gnlld,u < lim e(f)r/ (1Ig- gnll) <
n n Q n
< lim e'(llg-gnll)=O.
n
Hence limn Iit-tnil = 0 in the uniform operator topology. But the range
of each t« is contained in the span of the finite set of values of gn. Therefore
t« is compact for each n, and so is t as a member of B(L~, f!t).
The hypothesis of theorem 4.1 is satisfied by a large class of well known,
Banach function spaces. Indeed, if ,u is finite, then all the Lp spaces
(l<p<oo) and all the Orlicz spaces L<1> with lim $(t)/t=oo satisfy the
H""
hypothesis of theorem 4.1. In view of theorem 2.5 the following corollaries
are clear.
COROLLARY 4.2. Let f!t have the Rodon-Nikodqm. property. If e (and e')
satisfy the hypothesis of theorem 4.1, then t E B(£1, f!t) implies that the
restriction of t to L~ is a compact member of B(L~, f!t).
COROLLARY 4.3. If t E B(£1, f!t) is weakly compact and e (and e')
satisfy the hypothesis of theorem 4.1, then the restriction of t to L~ is a compact
member of B(L;, f!t).
In the case of a finite measure u, theorem 4.1 can be used to prove a
result which in view of theorem 2.5 is a slight generalization of a well
known theorem of Phillips [6, VI. 8.13].
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose p. is finite and suppose s E B(Ll, f!t) is a vector
integral operator and t E B(£1, L1) is weakly compact. Then the product st
is a compact member of B(Ll, f!t).
31 Indagationes
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Proof. Let sand t be as above. By de la Vallee Poussin's theorem
and the Dunford-Pettis theorem [13, pp. 19-20], there exists a Young's
function [17] (/J such that
(i) lim (/J(u)-- = -;-CX),
u---.oo u
and
(ii) sup f (/J(lt(f)l)d,u < oc
t e U D
where U is the closed unit ball of D. This is equivalent to saying that
t(U) is a bounded set in the Orliez space L<1' [17, Chap. 5] and [11].
Now the fact that lim (j)(u)ju= + oo ensures that 'P, the function
complementary to (j) in the sense of Young, has the property that P(x)
is finite whenever x is finite. From this it follows that lim N 'P(flE) = 0
J.l(E)--+O
for all bounded I EO L 'P, where N'P is the norm induced on L'P by the usual
sup norm on L<1' [17]. Now if one writes Le=L<1', then L'P=Le, and Q
(and 12') satisfy the conditions of theorem 4.1. According to that theorem
s maps bounded sets in L~ into conditionally compact sets in .0£. Since
t(U) is bounded in L<1', st(U) is conditionally compact in f:l', i.e., st is a
compact member of B(LI, f:l').
The next group of results deals with the problem of charaoterrzing
compact vector integral operators. The following result shows that this
characterization is very similar to the characterization of compact classical
integral operators obtained by LUXEMBURG and ZAAN~]N in [12, tho 7.3].
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose L" C L~,. A sufficient condition that a vector
integral operator tEO B(L;, ,Or) be cornpact is that limn lit·Enll~ 0 lor all
sequences {En} C }; such that En t cP.
II t*, the adjoint to t, has its range in L~" this condition is also necessary
lor t to be cornpact.
Proof. To prove the first assertion, let g be the kernel of t. According
to theorem 3.1, there exists an admissible sequence {En} such that t·En
has an extension to a compact member of B(V, f:l'). By theorem 4.1,
this operator when restricted to L; is compact; i.e., t- En is a compact
member of B(L;, f:l'). Now Q-En t cP and by hypothesis,
li~l lit·(Q - En)IIB(L~. f'£) = O.
Hence t is compact.
To prove the second statement, assume t is a vector integral operator
in B(L;, f:l') such that t*(!r*) C L~,. Proceeding by contradiction, assume
that there exists a sequence {En} C }; such that
En t cP and lim lit· E1I II B (L a, f'£) of O.
n e
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This assumption produces an 8> 0, and a sequence {xn"'} in the unit ball
of X* such that
IIXn"t- E nlIL* ;;. B for all n.
Q
But xn*t~t*(xn*)EL~. by hypothesis. Hence for each n, there exists a
gn E L~, with
such that
Moreover, since t is compact, so is t" and hence it can and will be assumed
without loss of generality that limn Xn*t exists strongly in (L;) * and hence
in the closed subspace L~. of (L;)* sinee {;tn*t} C L;,. This guarantees
the existence of g E L~, such that limn o'(gn - g) = 0. Therefore, if no is
selected so that n ;»no implies e'(gn - g) < B/2, the inequality
obtains for all n » no. Hence for n:> no
or
e'(gXEn» c/2 for n;;.no.
But this contradicts the fact that g EO L~ ..
Remark. As the proof shows, the second assertion of theorem 4.5
is valid for all tEO B(LQ, X) such that t*(X*) C L~,.
The following corollary of theorem 4.5 is immediate.
COROLLARY 4.6. Let e(Xg ) and f1(D) both be finite. A sufficient condition
lor a vector integral operator tEO B(L;, X) to be compact is
lim Ilt.EII=O.
J.lIEI-+O
11 t"'(2C*) C L~" this condition is also necessary.
Another corollary whieh reveals some of the compactness properties
of vector integral operators follows.
COROLLARY 4.7. Let tEO B(L;, X) be a vector integral operator and
suppose EEL: satisfies f1(E)< 00 and e(XE) < 00. Then lor each B>0 there
exists E. EO L: such that E. C E, f1(E-E.) <8 and t- E. is a compact member
01 B(L~, Et).
The final result of this section follows.
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COROLLARY 4.8. Suppose E" C L~, and g is a strongly measurable
fE-valued function on Q such that Ilgll E L~,. II t: L:~ f£ is defined by
t(f) = I fgdp., I ELe,Q
(Bochner integral), then t is a compact vector integral operator.
Proof. That t is well defined follows from the Holder inequality
which ensures that
I IIlglldp., e(f)(/ (1IgII)·
Q
Since Bochner integrable functions are Pettis integrable, t is a vector
integral operator. Now, if {En} C E satisfies En +ep, then
IIt.Enll= sup III IXE"gdp.II
e(t)";;;1 D
Since g E L~" one has
0, lim lit. En II , lim e'(llgIIXE,,)=O.
" "
Hence t is compact.
It should be noted that the above corollary has a straightforward proof
which is based on the fact that there exists a sequence of simple functions
{gn} such that limn e'(IIg-gnll) = 0. A moment's reflection and a glance at
the proofs of theorems 2.1 and 4.1 show that the present proof is actually
based on that fact.
5. Vector integral operators and their representing measures.
GRETSKY, in [8], has represented bounded linear operators from Me'
the closure of the span of simple functions in L e, to an arbitrary Banach
space f£ in terms of fE-valued measures. The purpose of this section is
to use the results obtained earlier in this paper to determine which f£-
valued measures can represent vector integral operators.
To this end, let e be a fixed function norm with dual norm e'. The
space "lYe' of fE-valued set functions is defined to be {F: F: Eo~ fE,
F countably additive} with
we,(F)=supe' (! x* ~Ei) XEi) <=,
" "p.( i)
where Eo= {E E E, e(XE) < oo] and the supremum is taken over all partitions
n= {En} consisting of a finite disjoint collection of Eo-sets. e' is said to
have (J) [8, p. 7] if IE L e, implies
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for all partitions n. The following result, due to GRETSKY [8, Theorem 12,
p. 26] establishes a correspondence between linear operators and vector
valued measures by representing the linear operators in terms of the
measures.
THEOREM (GRETSKY). Let Me be as above. If (2' has (J), then B(Me, .'¥)
and «', are linearly homeomorphic under the correspondence t ~ G defined
for t E B(Le,.'¥) by t(XE) = G(E), E E .Eo.
In this case t(f) = Sll fdG and IITII <; 1Ye,(F) <; y-11 1TII where r is the constant
associated with the weak Fatou property.
The following theorem uses the results of sections 3 and 4 to obtain
a characterization of those members of "lYe' which represent vector integral
operators on L~.
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose L~=MQ and let t E B(L~, .cf') correspond to
G E "lYe' in the sense of Gretsky's theorem, Then t is a vector integral operator
in B(L;,.'¥) if and only if there exists an admissible sequence {En} such
that for each n
{ G(E ) }flo (E) : E E.E, E C En, flo(E) > 0
is contained in some weakly compact subset of .'¥.
Proof. (Necessity.) Suppose that t E B(L~,.'¥) is a vector integral
operator. According to theorem 3.1, there exists an admissible sequence
{En} such that for each n, t·En has an extension to a compact member
of B(L1, .'¥). Now for each n, {XE/flo(E): E E .E, E C En, flo(E) > O} is on the
surface of the unit ball of L1. Hence, for each n,
{G(E)/flo(E): E E.E, E C En, flo(E) > O}= {t(XE/flo(E)): E E.E, E C En, flo(E) > O}
is a fortiori contained in a weakly compact subset of .'¥.
(Sufficiency). Suppose there exists an admissible sequence as in the
hypothesis. Then Phillips' Radon-Nikodym theorem [14, p. 130] establishes,
for each n, the existence of strongly measurable functions gn: Q ~ !!l'
such that G(E n En) = fE XEngdflo. Proceeding as in the sufficiency part
of the proof of Theorem 3.1, one produces a strongly measurable g: Q ~ .'¥
such that x*t(f) = x* Sll fdG = x*(P - SII fgdflo) for x* E *. Hence t is a vector
integral operator.
The author wishes to thank Professor A. C. Zaanen for his patience
and for suggestions which greatly improved the exposition of the material
of this paper.
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